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Abstract: Passivity theory is one of the cornerstones of control theory, as it allows one to prove
stability of a large-scale system while treating each component separately. In practice, many
systems are not passive, and must be passivized in order to be included in the framework of
passivity theory. Input-output transformations are the most general tool for passivizing systems,
generalizing output-feedback and input-feedthrough. In this paper, we classify all possible input-
output transformations that map a system with given shortage of passivity to a system with
prescribed excess of passivity. We do so by using the connection between passivity theory and
cones for SISO systems, and using the S-lemma for MIMO systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, many technological systems
have become much more complex, as networked systems
and large-scale systems turned common, and “system-of-
systems” evolved into a leading design methodology. To
address the ever-growing complexity of systems, many
researchers suggested various component-level tools that
guarantee system-level properties, e.g. input-output sta-
bility. One important example of such a notion is pas-
sivity, which can be informally stated as “energy-based
control” [Khalil (2002),Pavlov and Marconi (2008)]. It has
been used to solve different problems in control theory in
many areas, including networked systems [Arcak (2007);
Bai et al. (2011)], cyber-physical systems [Antsaklis et al.
(2013)], robotics [Hatanaka et al. (2015)], power systems
[Becherif et al. (2010); De Persis and Monshizadeh (2018)]
and space structures [Benhabib et al. (1981)].
In practice, however, many systems are not passive. Ex-
amples include systems with input/output delays (such as
chemical processes), human operators, generators, power-
system networks, vehicle networks, and electronic circuits
with non-linear components [Trip and De Persis (2018);
Xia et al. (2014); Harvey and Qu (2016); Atman et al.
(2018); Jain et al. (2018); Sharf and Zelazo (2019)]. A
system’s lack of passivity is often quantified using passivity
indices. In order to use passivity-based design techniques,
one needs to passivize the system under consideration. The
most common methods for passivation (also known as pas-
sification [Fradkov (2003)]) include gains, output-feedback,
input-feedthrough, or a combination thereof [Byrnes et al.
(1991); Zhu et al. (2014); Jain et al. (2018); Sharf and
Zelazo (2019)].
More generally, a passivation method relying on an input-
output transformation was suggested in [Xia et al. (2018);
Sharf et al. (2019)]. An input-output transformation is
a concise formulation for the aggregation of output-
feedback, input-feedthrough, and gains. Namely, Xia et al.
(2018) showed that any system with finite L2-gain can be
passivized using this formulation, where the input-output
transformation is found using an algebraic approach. More
recently, Sharf et al. (2019) used a geometric approach
to prescribe a passivizing input-output transformation for
SISO systems. More precisely, one constructs an input-
output transformation, mapping a system with known pas-
sivity indices to a system with prescribed passivity indices.
This was achieved using a connection between passivity
and cones through the notion of projective quadratic in-
equalities. We note that the connection between passivity
and cones, stemming from sector-bounded nonlinearities,
has been previously explored [Khalil (2002); Zames (1966);
McCourt and Antsaklis (2009)].
In this paper, we use the geometric approach of Sharf et al.
(2019) to give a full description of all passivizing input-
output transformations of a given SISO system. More
precisely, we give a concise description of all input-output
transformations that map a system with known passivity
indices to a system with prescribed excess of passivity.
This is done by understanding the action of the group of
(invertible) input-output transformations on the collection
of cones in the plane. We show that any transformation
mapping a system with known passivity indices to a system
with prescribed excess of passivity can be written (up to
a scalar) as a product of three matrices - one depending
on the original passivity indices, one depending on the
desired excess of passivity, and a non-negative matrix, i.e.,
a matrix whose entries are all non-negative. We then use
similar mechanisms to give an analogous result for MIMO
systems, where the non-negative matrix is replaced by a
matrix satisfying a certain generalized algebraic Riccati
inequality. Our results can be seen as an analogue of the
Youla parameterization [?], dealing with passivizing input-
output transformations instead of stabilizing controllers.
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The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefs over the
geometric approach of Sharf et al. (2019), and formulates
the problem at hand. Section 3 characterizes all passivizing
transformations of a given passive-short SISO system,
and Section 4 generalizes the characterization to MIMO
systems.
Notation: We denote the unit circle inside R2 by S1. We
also use various notions from linear algebra [Horn and
Johnson (2012)]. We denote the group of all invertible
matrices T ∈ Rd×d as GLd(R). Such matrices induce
invertible linear transformations Rd → Rd. Given a linear
transformation S : Rd → Rd and a basis B for Rd,
we denote the representing matrix of S in the basis
B as [S]B. Furthermore, given two bases B1,B2 of Rd,
we denote the change-of-base matrix from B1 to B2 by
IB1→B2 ∈ GLd(R). We note that I−1B1→B2 = IB2→B1 .
Moreover, for any linear transformation S : Rd → Rd, we
have that [S]B2 = IB1→B2 [S]B1IB2→B1 . Lastly, we denote
the Kronecker product by ⊗, and the d×d identity matrix
as Idd.
2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider dynamical systems given by the state-space
representation x˙ = f(x, u), y = h(x, u), where u ∈ Rnu is
the input, y ∈ Rny is the output, and x ∈ Rnx is the state
of the system. We recall the definition of passivity:
Definition 1. Let Σ be a dynamical system with equal
input and output dimensions. Assume that u = 0, y = 0
is an equilibrium of the system. We say that the system
is passive if there exists a positive-definite C1-smooth
function (i.e., a storage function) S of the state x such
that the inequality:
dS(x)
dt
= ∇S(x)x˙ ≤ u(t)>y(t), (1)
holds for any trajectory (u(t), y(t)) of the system.
The notion of passivity stems from energy-based control,
as S(x) can be thought of as the amount of potential
energy stored inside the system, so (1) implies that the
change in the energy stored in the system cannot be
greater than the power supplied to the system. Passivity
has been used to solve problems in various application
domains, including multi-agent networks [Arcak (2007);
Bai et al. (2011)], cyber-physical systems [Antsaklis et al.
(2013)] and robotics [Chopra and Spong (2006); Hatanaka
et al. (2015)]. We can expand the notion of passivity to
consider both the case of total energy dissipation, and the
case of (bounded) total energy gain, by adding either a
negative or a positive term to the right-hand side of (1):
Definition 2. Let Σ be a dynamical system with equal
input and output dimensions. Assume that u = 0, y = 0 is
an equilibrium of the system. Let ρ, ν be any two numbers.
i) We say that the system is output ρ-passive if there
exists a storage function S such that the inequality:
dS(x)
dt
≤ u(t)>y(t)− ρ‖y(t)‖2, (2)
holds for any trajectory (u(t), y(t)) of the system.
ii) We say that the system is input ν-passive if there
exists a storage function S such that the inequality:
dS(x)
dt
≤ u(t)>y(t)− ν‖u(t)‖2, (3)
holds for any trajectory (u(t), y(t)) of the system.
iii) We say that the system is input-output (ρ, ν)-passive
if ρν < 1/4 and there exists a storage function S such
that the inequality:
dS(x)
dt
≤ u(t)>y(t)− ρ‖y(t)‖2 − ν‖u(t)‖2, (4)
holds for any trajectory (u(t), y(t)) of the system.
Remark 3. The demand ρν < 1/4 is made to assure that
the right-hand side of (4) is not always positive, nor
always negative, as it would either imply that all static
nonlinearities are input-output (ρ, ν)-passive, or that no
system is input-output (ρ, ν)-passive, both are absurd.
The case in which ρ, ν > 0 is usually referred to as
strict passivity (or “excess of passivity”), and the case
in which ρ, ν < 0 is usually called passive short (or
“shortage of passivity”). The definition above allows us
to consider both cases in a united framework. Passive-
short and non-passive systems appear in many practical
applications [Atman et al. (2018); Trip and De Persis
(2018); Xia et al. (2014); Harvey and Qu (2016)]. In order
to incorporate them into passivity-based control schemes,
one usually passivizes them using a transformation [Byrnes
et al. (1991); Zhu et al. (2014); Xia et al. (2014); Jain
et al. (2018); Sharf and Zelazo (2019); Sharf et al. (2019)].
Common transformations include output-feedback, input-
feedthrough, and gains. Combining them allows one to
consider a transformed plant Σ˜ with new input u˜ and
output y˜, which are connected to u, y via[
u˜
y˜
]
= T
[
u
y
]
, (5)
for some invertible matrix T . We wish to understand
the effect of these input-output transformations on the
passivity of the transformed system. Formally, the problem
we consider is the following:
Problem 4. Let Σ be any dynamical system with equal
input and output dimensions, which is input-output (ρ, ν)-
passive, and let ρ?, ν? be any numbers such that ρ?ν? <
1/4. Find all linear input-output transformations R2 → R2
of the form (5) such that the transformed system Σ˜ is
input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive.
In order to address this problem, we consider the geometric
approach to passivity of [Sharf et al. (2019)]. The approach
begins by considering an abstraction of the inequalities
appearing in Definition 2, known as projective quadratic
inequalities:
Definition 5. (PQI). A d-dimensional projective quadratic
inequality (PQI) is an inequality in the variables ξ, χ ∈ Rd
of the form
0 ≤ a‖ξ‖2 + bξ>χ+ c‖χ‖2, (6)
for some numbers a, b, c, not all zero. The inequality is
called non-trivial if b2 − 4ac > 0. The associated solution
set of the d-dimensional PQI is the set of all points
(ξ, χ) ∈ R2d satisfying the inequality. If d = 1, we’ll omit
the dimension and call the inequality a PQI.
Remark 6. The d-dimensional PQI resembles the inequal-
ity corresponding to input-output (ρ, ν)-passivity, in which
ξ, χ, a, b, c are replaced by u, y,−ν, 1,−ρ respectively.
Thus, the definition of d-dimensional PQIs allows an ab-
straction of the inequality defining passivity, and it en-
capsulates more sophisticated variants of passivity, such
as shifted passivity, incremental passivity [Pavlov and
Marconi (2008)], equilibrium-independent passivity [Hines
et al. (2011)] and maximal equilibrium-independent pas-
sivity [Bu¨rger et al. (2014)]. As a consequence, the results
of the paper also apply to these variants.
As noted in Sharf et al. (2019), input-output transforma-
tions give rise to an action of the group of 2× 2 invertible
matrices, GL2(R), on the collection of PQIs, which in
turn induces an action of the same group on the solution
sets. It can be seen that for any (d-dimensional) PQI
0 ≤ f(ξ, χ) with solution set A, and for any invertible ma-
trix T ∈ GL2d(R), the solution set of the transformed (d-
dimensional) PQI is given by T (A), the image of A under
the linear transformation induced by T . In fact, one can
show that an input-output transformation maps an input-
output (ρ, ν)-passive system to an input-output (ρ?, ν?)-
passive system if and only if it maps the d-dimensional
PQI 0 ≤ −ν‖ξ‖2 + ξ>χ− ρ‖χ‖2 to the d-dimensional PQI
0 ≤ −ν?‖ξ‖2 + ξ>χ− ρ?‖χ‖2 (or to a stricter inequality).
Following Sharf et al. (2019), we first focus on the case
of SISO systems. We denote the solution set of the PQI
0 ≤ −νξ2 + ξχ− ρχ2 by Cρ,ν . A geometric understanding
of Cρ,ν allows one to interpret the action of GL2(R) on the
collection of solution sets, effectively recasting Problem 4
for SISO systems as a problem in 2-dimensional geometry.
Toward this direction, we consider the following definition:
Definition 7. A symmetric section S on the unit circle
S1 ⊆ R2 is defined as the union of two closed disjoint
sections that are opposite to each other, i.e., S = B∪(−B),
where B is a closed section of angle < pi. A symmetric
double cone is defined as A = {λs : λ > 0, s ∈ S} for
some symmetric section S.
The connection between cones and passivity theory is
intricate, stemming from the notion of sector-bounded
nonlinearities [Khalil (2002); Zames (1966); McCourt and
Antsaklis (2009)]. An example of a symmetric section
and the associated symmetric double-cone can be seen
in Figure 1. These are of interest due to their close
relationship with (1-dimensional) PQIs. Namely,
Theorem 8. (Sharf et al. (2019)). The solution set of any
non-trivial PQI is a symmetric double cone. Moreover, any
symmetric double-cone is the solution set of some non-
trivial PQI, which is unique up to a multiplicative positive
constant.
As a corollary, we conclude that a map transforms an
input-output (ρ, ν)-passive system to an input-output
(ρ?, ν?)-passive system if and only if it sends Cρ,ν into
Cρ?,ν? , which we denote by Cρ,ν ↪→ Cρ?,ν? Thus, we wish
to characterize maps Cρ,ν ↪→ Cρ?,ν? . One possible solution
is given through the following theorem:
Theorem 9. (Sharf et al. (2019)). Let ρ, ν, ρ?, ν? be any
two numbers such that ρν, ρ?ν? < 1/4. Let (ξ1, χ1) and
(ξ2, χ2) be two non-colinear solutions to −νξ2 + ξχ −
ρχ2 = 0. Moreover, let (ξ3, χ3) and (ξ4, χ4) be two non-
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Fig. 1. A double cone (in blue), and the associated sym-
metric section (in solid red). The parts of S1 outside
the symmetric section are presented by the dashed red
line.
colinear solutions to −ν?ξ2 + ξχ− ρ?χ2 = 0. Define
T1 =
[
ξ3 ξ4
χ3 χ4
] [
ξ1 ξ2
χ1 χ2
]−1
and T2 =
[
ξ3 −ξ4
χ3 −χ4
] [
ξ1 ξ2
χ1 χ2
]−1
.
Let α1 be equal to 1 if (ξ1 + ξ2, χ1 + χ2) satisfies the PQI
−νξ2 + ξχ − ρχ2 ≥ 0 and zero otherwise. Moreover let
α2 be equal to 1 if (ξ3 + ξ4, χ3 + χ4) satisfies the PQI
ν?ξ
2 + ξχ+ ρ?χ
2 ≥ 0 and zero otherwise.
i) If α1 = α2, then T1 is Cρ,ν ↪→ Cρ?,ν? .
ii) If α1 6= α2, then T2 is Cρ,ν ↪→ Cρ?,ν? .
More precisely, the transformation maps the PQI −νξ2 +
ξχ− ρχ2 ≥ 0 to the PQI −ν?ξ2 + ξχ− ρ?χ2 ≥ 0.
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF ALL PASSIVIZING
TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SISO SYSTEMS
We wish to understand how to characterize all input-
output transformations mapping an arbitrary dynami-
cal system Σ to an input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive system.
Namely, we assume that the given system is input-output
(ρ, ν)-passive (for some known ρ, ν), and seek all transfor-
mations that force the transformed system to be input-
output (ρ?, ν?)-passive. We do so by finding all transfor-
mations that map a given cone Cρ,ν into Cρ?,ν? . Theorem
9 provides one way to build a map from an arbitrary
cone into another arbitrary cone, but does not prescribe
a general method to find all such maps. However, we can
use Theorem 9 to show that all maps from an arbitrary
cone into another arbitrary cone can be built using maps
from C0,0 into itself.
Proposition 10. Let ρ, ν, ρ?, ν? be any four numbers such
that ρν, ρ?ν? < 1/4, and let T be any matrix Cρ,ν ↪→
Cρ?,ν? . Let Sρ,ν , Sρ?,ν? be the invertible matrices C0,0 ↪→
Cρ,ν , C0,0 ↪→ Cρ?,ν? respectively, as built using Theorem
9. Then there exists a matrix Q, which is C0,0 ↪→ C0,0,
such that T = Sρ?,ν?QS
−1
ρ,ν holds.
Proof. We note that Theorem 9 shows that S−1ρ,ν , S
−1
ρ?,ν?
map Cρ,ν and Cρ?,ν? into C0,0, respectively. Define Q =
S−1ρ?,ν?TSρ,ν . Then Q is an invertible matrix as a product
of invertible matrices. Moreover, it maps C0,0 into itself as
C0,0
Sρ,ν
↪→ Cρ,ν T↪→ Cρ?,ν?
S−1ρ?,ν?
↪→ C0,0.

Proposition 10 gives a prescription for finding all matrices
mapping Cρ,ν into Cρ?,ν? . It contains two main ingredients,
namely the matrices Sα,β , and matrices mapping C0,0 into
itself. We therefore wish to understand both better. We
start by finding all matrices in GL2(R) mapping C0,0 into
itself:
Proposition 11. A matrix T ∈ GL2(R) sends C0,0 into
itself if and only if all of the entries of T have the same
sign, i.e. TijTkl ≥ 0 for every i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. We first show that if T sends C0,0 into itself, then
all of the entries of T = (Tij)i,j have the same sign.
We recall that C0,0 contains all points (ξ, χ) such that
ξχ ≥ 0, i.e., C0,0 is a union of {0}, the first quadrant,
and the third quadrant. We note that e1 = (1, 0)
> and
e2 = (0, 1)
> are in C0,0, hence Te>1 = (T11, T21)
> and
Te>2 = (T12, T22)
> are also in C0,0. This implies that
T11, T21 have the same sign, and that T12, T22 have the
same sign, and in each pair not both elements are zero (as
T is invertible). We note that by switching between T and
−T , we may assume without loss of generality that T11, T21
are both non-negative. We want to show that T12, T22 are
also both non-negative.
Assume the contrary, that is, that T12, T22 are both non-
positive. Moreover, as Te1, T e2 6= 0, we conclude that
Te1 lies in the first quadrant of R2, and that Te2 lies in
the third quadrant. We note that the line between e1, e2
lies inside C0,0, so the same is true for the line between
Te1, T e2, as T is linear and maps C0,0 into itself. However,
as Te1 is in the first quadrant and Te2 is in the third, the
straight line between them passes either through zero, the
second quadrant or the fourth quadrant. The latter two
cases are impossible, as C0,0 contains no points from these
quadrants, and the former case is impossible as it would
imply that the invertible transformation T maps a non-
zero point to zero. As we arrived at a contradiction, we
conclude that all entries of T have the same sign.
Conversely, assume that all of the entries of T have the
same sign. By switching between−T and T , we can assume
without loss of generality that Tij ≥ 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, 2},
so that Te1, T e2 are both in the first quadrant. Take any
point x ∈ C0,0. If x = 0 then Tx = 0 ∈ C0,0. If x is
in the first quadrant, then it is a linear combination of
e1, e2 with non-negative coefficients, not both zero. Thus
Tx is a linear combination of Te1, T e2 with non-negative
coefficients (not both zero), so because Te1, T e2 are in the
first quadrant, we conclude the same for Tx. If x is in
the third quadrant, then −x is in the first quadrant, so
T (−x) = −Tx is in the first quadrant, hence Tx is in
the third quadrant. As we showed that Tx ∈ C0,0 for all
x ∈ C0,0, this concludes the proof. 
Remark 12. More generally, given some ρ, ν, one could ask
for a characterization of all matrices T ∈ GL2(R) that are
Cρ,ν ↪→ Cρ,ν . Mimicking the proof above, one can show
that a map T ∈ GL2(R) is Cρ,ν ↪→ Cρ,ν if and only
if all of the elements of the matrix Ie→BTI−1e→B possess
the same sign, where B is composed of the non-colinear
solutions to the equation −νξ2+ξχ−ρχ2 = 0 and e is the
standard basis. A more explicit form for the basis B can
be achieved by taking the columns of the matrix Sρ,ν , as
seen in Proposition 13 below.
We now clarify the second component appearing in Propo-
sition 10, namely the matrices Sµ,τ :
Proposition 13. Let µ, τ be any two numbers such that
µτ < 1/4. Recall that Sµ,τ is a map C0,0 ↪→ Cµ,τ , as
constructed in Theorem 9.
i) If τ < 0, we can choose
Sµ,τ =
−1 +√1− 4τµ2τ 1−
√
1− 4τµ
2τ
−1 1
 .
ii) If τ > 0,, we can choose
Sµ,τ =
1 +√1− 4τµ2τ 1−
√
1− 4τµ
2τ
1 1
 .
iii) If τ = 0, we can choose
Sµ,τ =
[
1 µ
0 1
]
.
Proof. We use Theorem 9 to build Sµ,τ . As we consider a
map C0,0 ↪→ Cµ,τ , we take (ξ1, χ1) = (1, 0) and (ξ2, χ2) =
(0, 1). As (ξ1+ξ2, χ1+χ2) = (1, 1) satisfies the PQI ξχ ≥ 0,
we choose:
Sµ,τ =

[
ξ3 ξ4
χ3 χ4
]
α2 = 1[
ξ3 −ξ4
χ3 −χ4
]
α2 6= 1
,
where we recall that (ξ3, χ3), (ξ4, χ4) are two non-colinear
solutions to −τξ2 + ξχ− µχ2 = 0, and α2 = 1 if and only
if (ξ3 + ξ4, χ3 +χ4) satisfies the PQI −τξ2 + ξχ−µχ2 ≥ 0.
We first assume that τ 6= 0. Then we can write −τξ2 +
ξχ − µχ2 = 0 as −τ(ξ − a1χ)(ξ − a2χ) = 0, where a1, a2
are given by
a1 =
−1 +√1− 4τµ
−2τ =
1−√1− 4τµ
2τ
a2 =
−1−√1− 4τµ
−2τ =
1 +
√
1− 4τµ
2τ
,
where we note that a1 6= a2 as µτ < 14 . Choose (ξ3, χ3) =
(−a2,−1), (ξ4, χ4) = (a1, 1). Then (ξ3+χ3, ξ4+χ4) = (a1−
a2, 0) satisfies the PQI −τξ2 + ξχ − µχ2 ≥ 0 if and
only if τ < 0, where we recall that we assumed τ 6= 0.
We therefore conclude the desired result for τ 6= 0 from
Theorem 9.
Suppose now that τ = 0. We note that (ξ3, χ3) = (1, 0)
and (ξ4, χ4) = (µ, 1) are two non-colinear solutions to
ξχ−µχ2 = 0, and that (ξ3+ξ4, χ3+χ4) = (1+µ, 1) satisfies
the PQI −τξ2 + ξχ− µχ2 ≥ 0, as ξχ− µχ2 = χ(ξ − µχ).
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Plugging all propositions together, we conclude the follow-
ing theorem:
Theorem 14. Let Σ be a SISO input-output (ρ, ν)-passive
system, and let T ∈ GL2(R) be an invertible matrix
inducing an input-output transformation of the form (5).
The transformed system Σ˜ is input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive
if and only if there exists a matrix M ∈ GL2(R) such that
Mij ≥ 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, 2} and some θ ∈ {±1} such that
T = θSρ?,ν?MS
−1
ρ,ν , where the matrices Sρ,ν , Sρ?,ν? are as
given in Proposition 13. In other words, the transformed
system Σ˜ is input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive if and only if the
all of the entries of the matrix S−1ρ?,ν?TSρ,ν have the same
sign.
Proof. Proposition 10 implies that for an invertible ma-
trix T ∈ GL2(R), the transformed system Σ˜ is input-
output (ρ?, ν?)-passive if and only if there exists an invert-
ible matrix Q ∈ GL2(R) which is C0,0 ↪→ C0,0 such that
T = Sρ?,ν?QS
−1
ρ,ν . By Proposition 11, a matrix Q is C0,0 ↪→
C0,0 if and only if all of its entries possess the same sign.
By letting θ ∈ {±1} be that sign, we can write any matrix
Q sending C0,0 into itself as Q = θM , where M ∈ GL2(R)
and Mij ≥ 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Thus, the transformed
system Σ˜ is input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive if and only if
there exists some θ ∈ {±1} and M ∈ GL2(R) with non-
negative entries such that T = θSρ?,ν?MS
−1
ρ,ν . 
4. EXTENSION TO MIMO SYSTEMS
Up to now, we gave an explicit description of all input-
output transformations mapping input-output (ρ, ν)-passive
SISO systems to input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive SISO sys-
tems. One could try and generalize this idea to MIMO
systems, but a few problems arise. The cornerstone in the
characterization for SISO systems was Theorem 9, whose
proof uses the fact that for SISO systems, the solution
sets of PQIs are two-dimensional, and their boundary is
the union of two straight lines [Sharf et al. (2019)]. For
d × d MIMO systems, the solution set of a PQI lies in
R2d, and its boundary, in general, is of dimension 2d − 1
(almost everywhere). Thus, a geometric framework for
MIMO systems cannot be applied easily.
To deal with the MIMO case, we use a similar idea,
studying the action of the collection of 2d × 2d invertible
linear transformations, GL2d(R), on the collection of d-
dimensional PQIs. As before, we use the notion of solution
sets. We denote the solution set of the d-dimensional PQI
−ν‖ξ‖2 + ξ>χ − ρ‖χ‖2 ≥ 0 by Cρ,ν,d. As before, T maps
one d-dimensional PQI to another if and only if it maps
the associated solution sets to one another. We start with
the following proposition:
Proposition 15. Let ρ, ν, ρ?, ν? be any real numbers, and
let S ∈ GL2(R) be any matrix mapping the 1-dimensional
PQI 0 ≤ −νξ2 + ξχ − ρχ2 to the 1-dimensional PQI 0 ≤
−ν?ξ2 + ξχ− ρ?χ2. Then S ⊗ Idd maps the d-dimensional
PQI −ν‖ξ‖2 + ξ>χ − ρ‖χ‖2 to the d-dimensional PQI
−ν?‖ξ‖2 + ξ>χ− ρ?‖χ‖2.
Thus, the MIMO analogue of the transformations Sρ,ν are
Sρ,ν ⊗ Idd. We now prove the proposition.
Proof. We define A =
[−ρ 12
1
2 −ν
]
and B =
[−ρ? 12
1
2 −ν?
]
. The
1-dimensional PQI 0 ≤ −ν?ξ2+ξχ−ρ?χ2 can be written as
Ξ>AΞ ≥ 0, where Ξ = [χ, ξ]> ∈ R2, and the 1-dimensional
PQI 0 ≤ −ν?ξ2 + ξχ − ρ?χ2 is written as Ξ>BΞ ≥ 0. By
setting Ξ˜ = SΞ, we see that S maps the first 1-dimensional
PQI to the second if and only if (S−1)>AS−1 = B, and
the latter condition implies
((S ⊗ Idd)−1)>(A⊗ Idd)(S ⊗ Idd)−1 = B ⊗ Idd.
The proof in now complete, where we note that the d-
dimensional PQIs can be written as Ξ>d (A ⊗ Idd)Ξd ≥ 0
and Ξ>d (B⊗ Idd)Ξd ≥ 0, where Ξd = [ξ>, χ>]> ∈ R2d. 
Remark 16. Proposition 15 does not claim that all maps
between d-dimensional PQIs stem from maps between 1-
dimensional PQIs.
We now search for a MIMO analogue for the second
component we had, namely non-negative matrices. Before,
non-negative matrices stemmed from maps C0,0 ↪→ C0,0.
Proposition 17. An invertible matrix T ∈ GL2d(R) maps
C0,0,d into itself if and only if there exists some λ > 0 such
that T>JT − λJ ≥ 0, where J =
[
0 12 Idd
1
2 Idd 0
]
.
Proof. As before, we denote the stacked variable vector
as Ξd = [ξ
>, χ>]> ∈ R2d. The set C0,0,d is the collection
of all vectors Ξd satisfying Ξ
>
d JΞd ≥ 0. The image
of C0,0,d under T consists of all vectors Ξ˜d such that
Ξ˜>d (T
−1)>JT−1Ξ˜d ≥ 0. Thus, T maps C0,0,d inside itself
if and only if the following implication holds:
Ξ˜>d (T
−1)>JT−1Ξ˜d ≥ 0 =⇒ Ξ˜>d JΞ˜d ≥ 0, ∀Ξ˜d ∈ R2d.
By the S-lemma, or S-procedure, [(Boyd and Vanden-
berghe, 2004, Appendix B)], the above implication is
equivalent to the existence of some µ > 0 such that
(T−1)>JT−1 − µJ ≤ 0. By multiplying the inequality by
T> on the left and by µ−1T on the right, the inequality is
equivalent to T>JT − λJ ≥ 0, where λ = µ−1 > 0. 
Remark 18. The inequality T>JT − λJ ≥ 0 can be seen
as a certain generalized version of an algebraic Riccati
inequality. Indeed, the algebraic Riccati equation is given
by A>P + PA− PXP +Q = 0, where X,Q are positive-
definite matrices, and P is a symmetric matrix variable
[Kucera (1972); Doyle et al. (1989)]. The corresponding
inequality, A>P + PA − PXP + Q ≤ 0, has also been
considered in literature [Willems (1971)]. Choosing Q =
λJ,A = 0 and X = J , and not restricting the matrix
P to be symmetric, results in the inequality P>JP −
λJ ≥ 0 1 . As Q, J we chose are not positive definite, this
is a generalized version of an algebraic Riccati inequality.
Combining Propositions 15 and 17, we conclude the fol-
lowing theorem:
Theorem 19. Let Σ be an input-output (ρ, ν)-passive sys-
tem with input and output dimension equal to d, and let
T ∈ GL2d(R) be an invertible matrix inducing an input-
output transformation of the form (5). The transformed
system Σ˜ is input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive if and only if
there exists a matrix M ∈ GL2d(R) and some positive
λ > 0 such that:
T = (Sρ?,ν? ⊗ Idd)M(S−1ρ,ν ⊗ Idd) and M>JM − λJ ≥ 0,
where J =
[
0 12 Idd
1
2 Idd 0
]
. In other words, Σ˜ is input-output
(ρ?, ν?)-passive if and only if there exists λ > 0 such that
X = (S−1ρ?,ν? ⊗ Idd)T (Sρ,ν ⊗ Idd) satisfies X>JX−λJ ≥ 0.
The proof of the theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem
14, and is omitted for the sake of brevity. The theorem can
be seen as a generalization of Theorem 14, as one can verify
that for d = 1, X>JX − λJ ≥ 0 for some λ > 0 if and
only if all of X-s entries possess the same sign. Indeed,
1 We have to use P>XP instead of PXP to guarantee that the
matrix is symmetric.
Proposition 20. Let X ∈ GL2(R), and let J =
[
0 12
1
2 0
]
.
There exists some λ > 0 such that X>JX−λJ ≥ 0 if and
only if all of the entries of X possess the same sign.
Proof. Write X =
[
a b
c d
]
. The matrix X>JX−λJ can be
computed as:
X>JX − λJ = 1
2
[
2ac ad+ bc− λ
ad+ bc− λ 2bd
]
.
By Sylvester’s criterion, X>JX − λJ is positive semi-
definite if and only if all of its principal minors are non-
negative, i.e. ac ≥ 0, bd ≥ 0 and det(X>JX − λJ) ≥ 0.
From the first two inequalities we conclude that a, c possess
the same sign, and the same holds for b, d. By switching
between X,−X, we may assume without loss of generality
that a, c are non-negative. If b, d are also non-negative, the
proof is complete. Thus, it’s enough to show that if b, d
are non-positive (and not both zero), then for any λ > 0,
4 det(X>JX − λJ) < 0. By definition, we have:
4 det(X>JX − λJ) = −(ad+ bc− λ)2 + 4abcd
Moreover, if b, d are non-positive then abcd ≤ 0. If abcd <
0, then 4 det(X>JX − λJ) must be negative. Otherwise,
the determinant can be non-positive only at λ = ad + bc,
but because a, c ≥ 0, if b, d ≤ 0 then ad+bc is non-positive.
In particular, if b, d ≤ 0 then the determinant is negative
for all λ > 0. Thus, det(X>JX − λJ) ≥ 0 is equivalent to
a, b, c, d ≥ 0. This concludes the proof. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we studied the problem of characterizing
all input-output transformations mapping an input-output
(ρ, ν)-passive system to an input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive
system. Starting with the SISO case, we used the geometric
approach of Sharf et al. (2019) to convert the problem into
characterizing all linear transformations that map a given
symmetric double-cone to a desired symmetric double-
cone. We then solved the latter problem by studying
the action of the collection of invertible 2 × 2 matrices,
GL2(R), on the collection of symmetric double-cones. This
culminated in a result showing that any input-output
transformation mapping an input-output (ρ, ν)-passive
system to an input-output (ρ?, ν?)-passive system can be
written (up to a sign) as the product of three matrices,
Sρ,ν , S
−1
ρ?,ν? and a non-negative matrix. We then shifted
our focus to the MIMO case, where we showed a similar
result, in which the non-negative matrix is replaced by
a matrix satisfying a certain generalized version of an
algebraic Riccati inequality.
Future work can try and better characterize the collection
of matrices satisfying the generalized algebraic Riccati
inequality, giving a more explicit characterization for the
MIMO case. Another avenue for future research can use
the achieved parameterization to study various optimiza-
tion problems. For example, one can ask what passivizing
(or passivity-index changing) input-output transformation
minimizes the L2-gain of the transformed system, or what
passivizing input-output transformation is closest to the
identity map in operator norm.
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